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knows his pupils, of cramped lodgings at exorbitant rents forcing children
on to the street, there is no longer any place for the child.

In all countries, physical health is improving, living conditions are
more favourable, the number of births is increasing, the physical health
of children is better than it used to be and their intellectual and cultural
level is of a higher standard. However, the affective development itself
of the child has not changed through the centuries, rather has it di-
minished. There therefore exists a real cleavage between these two sets
of facts which causes an ever greater lack of balance in the child leading
to anxiety which often results in a delinquent attitude to life in ado-
lescence or on becoming adult.

The best antidote for troubles of behaviour, neuroses and psychoses
amongst children is a healthy-minded family life.

Better organization should be made of the child's psychological
integration in the new conditions of life to avoid ever-increasing in-
security which is less and less accepted by the child today.

In this connection, youth community centres are indispensable
factors in the socio-psychological structure of the modern world. These
centres act as catalysers which channel the child's aberrant tendencies,
thereby preventing maladjustment. If they are properly run these can
detect children heading towards delinquency and send them to medical,
psychological, sociological and educational teams capable of taking
them in charge with a view to their reintegration.

Thus community centres and medico-psycho-sociological teams are
mediating factors between the perturbed child and his surroundings
enabling him to find his place again in society. These teams, however,
also have a fundamental role to play with the family as regards im-
proving the child's situation...

Prisoners of war and their doctors, by J. Mathieu, Annales de droit interna-
tional medical, Monaco, No. 13

. . . The question of relations between doctors of opposing powers
comprises legal, technical and ethical aspects. These aspects are all
dependent on each other, thus forming a whole inherent in the medical
profession.

The legal expert defines rights and has an important role in settling
points of litigation. One can pull to pieces the Conventions which are
not respected. The law has not only the objective of passively recording
statements of fact, but from the positive point of view can create fresh
thinking on a subject. It draws up, at all events, theories to which one
can refer, each theory being an engagement of future action.
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Technology opens up perspectives which have not always been
perceived. It extends co-operation between doctors to the employment
of the civilian and military technical methods of the Detaining Power.
Legal definition should be made of doctor's rights in this technical
sphere.

Finally, ethics should encourage a supra-national professional code,
guaranteeing the harmonization of aid to all who are suffering.

This ethical approach is essentially that of doctors' consciences as
regards the moral and professional problems arising in conflicts. It is not
mistaken to believe that training and education can form new consciences.
Law, in its prospective and positive action can, here again, precipitate
such a development.

That the consciences of doctors alone are involved is not sufficient.
There should also be the active determination of governments and
leading moral and intellectual circles. Thus, populations as far as war
leaders themselves would be the better aware of the dignity and the
rights of the medical body.

Standing apart from all forms of belligerency, concerned exclusively
with the good of mankind, doctors of all nationalities will then only
have the moral authority enabling them to act in common, in accordance
with the very essence of their profession which is to save lives in danger
and alleviate pain.

Leisure Time for the Aged, Travail social, Paris, No. 1', 2, 3, 4, 1966.

. . . Whether we are able to put our leisure time to good advantage
when we are old will depend on how, throughout our lives, we have been
able to find a way of life suited to our personality. Initiation to this way
of life begins with the understanding of everything which forms the
apparently freest part of every-day activities, namely leisure. This
knowledge permits the determination of conduct in each one of the
circumstances of existence. Behaviour is thereafter no longer the
mechanical result of a conditioning process. It utilizes environmental
resources in a manner appropriate to the needs and aspirations of the
personality. This choice leads one to find a proper balance between
relaxation, recreation and developing activities in the flux of situations
occurring in daily life.

With the increased leisure time available to people, it might be
thought that each one of us could decide the pattern of our lives and
would therefore, from adulthood onwards, make the best use of leisure
time. The problem raised today will therefore evolve. The individual
accustomed to making the best of considerable leisure time will, when
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